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burgl, where they have considerable privileges and drive a
great commerce for supplying many provinces of Germany
with our woollen, etc., manufactures ". The Company was
still in existence at the opening of the nineteenth century 2,
The place The Merchant Adventurers played a great part in the
development of English trade, but whether the good which
they achieved outweighed the harm which they did is a
question on which agreement is improbable. " A great old
tree ", was the opinion expressed in Parliament in 1624,
" which hath borne good fruit, but now overgrown with
moss "3. It is easy to frame an indictment against the
Company, yet much of the criticism is doctrinaire in character
and imports modern concepts into the handling of historical
problems 4. It is true that the Company placed restrictions
on its membership; but most professions nowadays insist
upon qualifications which in practice limit the numbers
admitted to their ranks, and the merchant of the sixteenth
and seventeenth centuries regarded commerce in the light of a
profession. It is true that the Company regulated trade;
but now that the ' rationalization of industry' is becoming
general, price-cutting and glutting of markets, with their
attendant reactions on wages and employment, hardly
appear an unmixed good. It is true that London absorbed
most of the trade ; but this it would have done in any case
as the natural port for trade with Germany. And if the
bulk of the foreign trade was concentrated in a few hands,
it is reasonable to suppose that this would have happened
even under free trade. The interlopers were not opposed
to ' government' in trade : they were not the champions of
abstract principles of individual liberty. Their conduct was
influenced by practical considerations : they fought against
1	They retained their privileges at Dordrecht down to the middle of the
eighteenth century:   The Lawes, Customes and Ordinances of the Fellow-
shippe ofMerchantes Adventurers* 253.
2	The Company's factory was abolished, and its privileges ceased, in
1807, when the French occupied Hamburg : Parliamentary Papers (1835),
xlviii, 120, 129, 140 seq.
8 House of Commons Journals, L 698, 783.
* Cf. the discussion in Unwin, Studies in Economic History, pp. 133 seq*
where an unfavourable view is taken of the Merchant Adventurer*.

